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ASSEMBLY THIRD READING 

AB 2749 (Quirk-Silva) 

As Amended  May 19, 2022 

2/3 vote.  Urgency 

SUMMARY 

This bill would require the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) to review California 

Advanced Services Fund (CASF) Federal Funding Account (FFA) grant applications within 180 

days, and provides that applications are deemed approved if the commission does not deny the 

application or meet the 180-day deadline. This bill also authorizes CPUC to require certain 

affordability commitments of grant recipients and clarifies which entities are eligible to apply. 

Major Provisions 
1) Requires the CPUC to review each application and notify the applicant of its decision on or 

before 180 days from the date that the applications was submitted. 

2) Authorizes the CPUC to extend the 180-day deadline, upon mutual agreement with the 

applicant.  

3) Provides that applications be deemed approved if the CPUC does not deny an application, or 

extend the 180-day deadline, on or before 180 days from the date that the application was 

submitted.  

4) Prohibits the CPUC, except as required by federal law,  from requiring grant recipients to 

offer service at a fixed priced for more than five years, or to offer service to all customers at a 

specified rate or not to exceed a specified rate.  

5) Authorizes the CPUC to require a grant recipient to participate in the Affordable 

Connectivity Program (ACP), or a successor program as determined by the commission.  

6) Authorizes the CPUC to require a grant recipient to offer an affordable internet service plan 

to low-income households in the grant area.  

7) Clarifies that a wireless internet service may apply for and receive funds from the Federal 

Funding Account (FFA) and the Infrastructure Grant Account (IGA). 

8) States the intent of the Legislature that this bill would not require the CPUC to modify its 

rules to the extent those rules are consistent with this bill. 

9) Provides that this bill is an urgency measure.  

COMMENTS 

1) CASF Program Overview. The CASF program consists of several different subaccounts to 

fund broadband projects including infrastructure and adoption. For example, the Broadband 

Infrastructure Grant Account (IGA) and the Federal Funding Account (FFA) both provide 

grants to fund broadband infrastructure; however, the primary focus of this bill is the FFA. 

The FFA was established in 2021 pursuant to SB 156 (Budget and Fiscal Review Committee) 

Chapter 112, Statutes of 2021. Pursuant to that legislation and the companion budget 
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agreement, the FFA received $2 billion ($1.072 billion American Rescue Plan Act (ARP) 

fiscal relief funds and $928 million General Fund) over three fiscal years, starting in 2021-

22, to fund grants for last-mile broadband infrastructure projects. Pursuant to state law under 

SB 156, the FFA must be spent corresponding with federal rules and requirements. For 

example, federal guidelines require FFA funds to be encumbered by December 31, 2024 and 

spent by December 31, 2026. Besides a strict spending timeline, the federal government also 

provides guidance on use of the funds regarding eligible projects and affordability 

requirements. 

2) The CPUC has no statutory obligation to review applications in a timely manner. There are 

certain dates, both in state law and federal regulations, by which the CPUC is to meet certain 

goals or expend broadband funds. For example, the CPUC must encumber FFA funds by the 

end of 2024 to meet federal requirements. Additionally, the statutory goal of the CASF is to 

provide service to unserved households by a date certain. Nonetheless, the CPUC is under no 

explicit statutory or regulatory obligation to review broadband infrastructure grant 

applications in a timely manner or within reasonable period of time. Given this dynamic and 

past experience, there are valid concerns from former and potential new applicants about 

unnecessary delays in the CPUC's review of applications. Further, given the strict timelines 

set by the federal government, the Legislature must be mindful of the CPUC's progress 

towards awarding the $2 billion in FFA funds to avoid a situation where federal funds are 

returned unspent. By implementing a deadline by which the CPUC must review CASF 

applications, this bill ensures the CPUC will be on track to meet existing requirements and 

avoids a repeat of past issues administering the CASF program. 

3) The CPUC must greatly increase the pace of awarding grants to meet state goals. According 

to LAO analysis of CPUC data, since the CASF program's inception in 2008 the agency has 

awarded about $348 million in grant funding from the Infrastructure Grant Account. On a per 

year basis, that is only about $25 million per year over 14 years.  In recent years, the CPUC 

has significantly increased the level of grant funding awarded. For example, according to the 

most recent CASF Program Annual Report the CPUC approved 21 new infrastructure grants 

in 2021 totaling $93 million. Although that increase is laudable, and corresponds with the 

increased interest in the program, the CPUC still must rapidly increase the pace of awarding 

grants if they are to meet the program goal and timelines for federal funding. At the current 

pace of $93 million per year, the CPUC would award only a fraction of the total funding 

available in the FFA. If the CPUC is going to meet federal deadlines, they will need to award 

an average of about $400 million per year through 2026. That figure is roughly a 400% 

increase of the most recent year's awards, and a 1600% increase from the yearly average of 

all infrastructure awards to date 

4) This bill authorizes the CPUC to require specified affordability commitments from grant 

recipients. Consistent with applicable federal rules for using federal broadband funding, the 

CPUC recently adopted program rules for the FFA that covered topics such as service 

affordability. For example, the FFA rules require a recipient of a grant to participate in the 

Affordable Connectivity Program (ACP) and commit maintaining prices for their service for 

a period of 5 years. The CPUC's adopted rules reflect guidance from the federal government 

on use of federal funds, and current law requires the CPUC to implement the FFA consistent 

with federal rules. However, current state law governing the FFA does not explicitly mention 

affordability requirements for grant recipients. This bill would explicitly authorize the CPUC 

to require specified affordability commitments from grant recipients.  
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According to the Author 
There are hundreds of thousands of California households without reliable access to adequate 

broadband, which is an essential service in the 21st century. Fortunately, the state has committed 

itself to addressing the problem through billions of dollars in investment in last-mile broadband 

funding using federal COVID-19 relief funding. However, the federal funding must be awarded 

by 2024 and there is concern as to whether the CPUC will act quickly enough to award the 

money in time. The deadlines proposed by this bill will ensure the CPUC reviews CASF 

applications within a reasonable timeframe, which will expedite the deployment of broadband 

infrastructure to California's unserved households and avoid the state returning unspent money to 

the federal government.  

Arguments in Support 
Various organizations representing potential CASF applicants and individual internet service 

providers support this bill because it will provide more certainty in the grant review process. For 

example, Frontier Communications argues that this bill will makes specific changes to CASF to 

increase participation, maximize funding, and more quickly deliver broadband to the state's last-

remaining unserved communities. 

Arguments in Opposition 
Opponents of the bill, including the Electronic Frontier Foundation and Rural County 

Representatives of California (RCRC) opposes the "shot-clock" approach to reviewing CASF 

applications. Opponents argue that the state benefits from a thorough review of applications to 

asses grant applications for their economic and technical feasibility.  

FISCAL COMMENTS 

According the Assembly Appropriation Committee, costs are of an unknown amount but will 

likely total in high hundreds of thousands of dollars the low millions of dollars. The CPUC may 

need to revise its rules to reflect changes to its application review and approval processes, the 

bill's statement of legislative intent notwithstanding, so that the CPUC will be able to review and 

act upon each application for funding within 180 days.  

VOTES 

ASM COMMUNICATIONS AND CONVEYANCE:  12-0-1 
YES:  Quirk-Silva, Patterson, Boerner Horvath, Mia Bonta, Cervantes, Davies, Eduardo Garcia, 

Holden, Low, Maienschein, Rodriguez, Valladares 

ABS, ABST OR NV:  Akilah Weber 

 

ASM APPROPRIATIONS:  12-0-4 
YES:  Holden, Bryan, Calderon, Carrillo, Mike Fong, Gabriel, Eduardo Garcia, Levine, Quirk, 

Robert Rivas, Akilah Weber, Wilson 

ABS, ABST OR NV:  Bigelow, Megan Dahle, Davies, Fong 

 

UPDATED 

VERSION: May 19, 2022 

CONSULTANT:  Emilio Perez / C. & C. / (916) 319-2637   FN: 0002843 




